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ABOUT CHARLES 
NIENKIRCHEN, PHD
Currently I am Professor of Christian History 
and Spirituality at Ambrose University in Calgary, 
Alberta. For many years I was Visiting Professor of 
Christian Spirituality at Tyndale Seminary in Toronto, 
Ontario. As well as having been Scholar-in-Residence 
at Oxford University in England, Tantur Ecumenical 
Institute in Jerusalem, and Tamilnadu � eological 
Seminary in Madurai, South India, I have also taught numerous 
courses in selected aspects of Christian spirituality at graduate 
schools and seminaries in both Canada and the United States.

For over three decades, my teaching, research, writing and ecumenical 
retreat ministry has focused on the historical and practical dimensions 
of spiritual renewal. Ironically my surname, “Nienkirchen,” translates 
as “new church,” providing a certain genealogical con� rmation for my 
vocation. Additionally, numerous educational travel ventures, research 
and teaching opportunities, and other professional commitments have
made me a global traveler across North America, Central America, the 
British Isles, Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and Africa, giving me an 
extensive exposure to Christianity’s capacity to incarnate itself in 
a broad spectrum of host cultures.

My personal spiritual journey (and I have been a pilgrim in the church) 
has been undeniably “multi-culturalized” in a religious sense. It has been 
immeasurably enriched by life-empowering formational experiences in 
Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Anglican, and Protestant traditions, 
including many Pentecostal/Charismatic contexts, and by participation 
in inter-faith dialogue. Cultivating and maintaining a globally informed 
perspective on Christian trends and issues has been a longstanding 
personal priority. In many respects, the Down Ancient Paths travel 
study program grew out of and seeks to re� ect and promote the 
above stated values and perspectives. 

Front cover photos (left to right): The Conquistador, the Academic, and the 
Explorer in the Southern Hemisphere 2017. Ancient Stone Statues on Easter 
Island. Photo credit Bill Mah.  Colonnaded Syrian street at Laodicea.  Photo credit 
Charles Nienkirchen.  Magnifi cent Ethiopia 2016, Iconography in an Ethiopian 
Orthodox Monastery in Lake Tana. Photo credit Philip Lee.
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T   onight, gathered in this magnificent  
archaeological bastion of classical and  
Christian antiquity in this storied country of 
Turkey, we are surrounded by five thousand 

years of inhabited time.1 The ruins of this ancient city, 
discovered by Englishman John Turtle Wood in 1870,  
after a seven-year search, offer us a vintage version of 
antiquity, contemporaneous with the birth of civilization. 
Even in the first century, Strabo, the ancient geographer, 
reports that the arts and sciences flourished in this  
city, giving rise to generations of significant historians, 
poets, politicians, painters, and natural philosophers.2 
Today, Turkey’s history is so rich that one must decide 
which stratum of time one wants to travel so as not to 
be overwhelmed by the sheer number of sites to see.

However, Turkey’s significance lies not just in the depth 
of its historical record and its contributions to the arts 
and sciences but also in its unique role as a link between 
East and West. The prolific writer and archaeologist 
Seton Lloyd, in his book Ancient Turkey, aptly terms 
Anatolia, now the bulk of modern Turkey, a “land-bridge” 
between two continents that has made possible the multi-
directional migrations of diverse peoples over the centuries, 
bequeathing to modern Turkey a colourful cultural mosaic.3 
In the same vein, Ünal Demirer and Ünal Çinar, curators 
of the Antalya Museum, identify Turkey historically as a 
“great world crossroads” that, over time, has witnessed the 
“struggles and accommodations” of a caravan of peoples 
passing through the region.4 Istanbul is, of course, the  
only city in the world which straddles two continents.  
Thus, Turkey is simultaneously a door to the West and a 
gateway to the East, depending on the direction one 
is travelling.5  Precisely because of its role as a meeting 

place, Turkey also became a crucial site in Christian  
history. This country is where early Christianity, as 
described in the New Testament, first sank its roots  
deep in Asian soil. Today, Turkey offers insight into  
how civilizations and faith traditions have collided  
and collaborated for millennia.

Turkey’s importance in the history of Christianity and 
Western civilization has made it deeply attractive for 
educational travel ventures sponsored by Canadian 
and American colleges and universities. Indeed, I can 
personally attest to its influence. As a boy, I was often 
absorbed in the seven volumes of Lands and Peoples first 
published by the Grolier Society in 1929. This series, 
which occupied one shelf of a bookcase in my father’s 
library, made unprecedented use of colour plates, which 
captured my imagination and spawned my earliest  
dreams of travelling the world. 

1  This public address was first presented at Ephesus, Turkey, on 25 May 2015. It has been revised in honour of the Down Ancient Paths Celebration  
 at Ambrose University, Calgary, Alberta, on 25 May 2018.
2  Strabo, Geography, trans. Horace Leonard Jones and John Robert Sitlington Sterrett, vol. 6 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2014), 231,  
 https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/10.4159/DLCL.strabo-geography.1917.
3  Seton Lloyd, Ancient Turkey: A Traveller’s History, 25th anniversary ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013), 13. See also pages 14-21.
4  Ünal Demirer and Ünal Çinar, A Guide to the Antalya Museum (Antalya: Antalya Museum, 2008), 10, https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Uenal_Demirer 
 publication/290984805_A_Guide_to_Antalya_Museum/links/569d08af08ae92c62fe0c35c/A-Guide-to-Antalya-Museum.pdf.
5  Demirer and Çinar, A Guide, 8.

Turkey’s significance lies not just in 
the depth of its historical record and its 
contributions to the arts and sciences  
but also in its unique role as a link  
between East and West.

Summer School in the Other Holy Land (Turkey and Patmos) 2015. 
Charles delivering a lecture at Ephesus. Photo credit Philip Lee.
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The third volume pays lavish tribute to Constantinople, 
now Istanbul, which it lauds as 

one of the most interesting cities in the world. Its 
age alone is enough to make us wonder. We [in the 
West] look upon London, Paris and Berlin as very 
old cities, but they were nothing more than villages 
when Constantinople was one of the fairest cities the 
world had ever seen. [. . .] From the very beginning 
the city was of great importance. [. . .] The city became 
prosperous and beautiful and consequently envious 
invaders were always attacking it, but usually  
without success.6

I finally realized these dreams of exploration when I 
made my first trip to Turkey in 1980 as a doctoral student 
exploring the Christian East, about which I knew very 
little. A timely conversation at the Ecumenical Patriarchate 
in Istanbul profoundly changed my interpretation of 
Christian history. Turkey got into my blood, and the 
decades that followed showed my inability to resist the 
country’s allure. For me, Turkey has inspired me to  
learn and has made me long to share my experiences  
with others.

It is, then, the perfect place for us to muse on educational 
travel together. William Arthur Ward, a leader in American 
post-secondary education, once wrote, “The mediocre 
teacher tells. The good teacher explains. The superior 
teacher demonstrates. The great teacher inspires.”7 As this 
oft-quoted aphorism suggests, the best education happens 
when students become actively and eagerly engaged in the 
learning process. As teachers, then, we must inspire this 
passion for learning. In the world of higher education, 
we typically expect learning to happen in the traditional 
classroom, with students and faculty surrounded by four 
walls. In this place, we expect faculty to display their 
scholarship skillfully and students to consume it excitedly. 
In such a context, when the classroom performs at its best, 
learners rigorously engage their intellects, thoughtfully 
scrutinize their ideas, and engage in robust conversation, 
while the professor ensures course content is competently 
covered as outlined in the syllabus. Sometimes this 
model succeeds. Sometimes it does not. All of us, if we 
contemplate our education to date, can no doubt recall 
courses and instructors which stirred our interest, took  
our minds to new heights, and infused our souls with the 
joy of learning. On the contrary, other courses that come 
to our minds just as effortlessly require healing of the 
memories. We rapidly dismiss them as a waste of time,  
and we quickly put those textbooks up for resale. 
Regrettably, much learning inside the four walls  
of the classroom fails to inspire.

As a professor of Christian Studies at Ambrose University 
in Calgary, I have sought to cultivate eager learners inside 
and outside the classroom, and one of my most powerful 
tools has been educational travel. In particular, as the 
founder and director of the Down Ancient Paths travel 
study program, I help learners to explore and engage the 
oldest Christian traditions in the world, wherever they are 
on the globe, and to experience and exegete the primary 
biblical sites and landscapes of the Mediterranean and 
Middle East. In this work, I have seen repeatedly how 
educational travel creates opportunities for real learning. 

6 Grolier Society, Lands and Peoples: The World in Color, vol. 7 (New York: Grolier Society, 1938), 264
7 William Arthur Ward, Thoughts of a Christian Optimist: The Words of William ArthurWard (Anderson, S.C.: Droke House, 1968), 16.

The Cross, the Conquest,  and the Civilization of the Incas 2017. 
Mitad del Mundo (Centre of the World) Monument, Ecuador. 
Photo credit Bill Mah.

The best education happens when students 
become actively and eagerly engaged in  
the learning process. As teachers, then,  
we must inspire this passion for learning.
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By turning the walls of the classroom into the wheels of 
travel, we invite students to encounter the unfamiliar, 
imagine new possibilities, and make connections between 
this new knowledge and their own experiences. In turn, 
these crucial moments of awareness create the possibility 
for genuine transformation—the true goal of education. In 
my work with Down Ancient Paths, I have articulated this 
vision for educational travel through the four watchwords 
of the program: exploration, imagination, integration, 
and transformation. Today, I want to suggest that these 
four experiences make educational travel a truly inspiring 
experience: they breathe life into learning.

EXPLORATION
Looking back through history, we quickly notice that 
humans have always been wondering about the unknown 
world and wandering into it. The great journeys of world 
discovery have all grown out of the quest for knowledge 
and the sheer desire for adventure. This thirst for discovery 
has often had negative outcomes: in some cases, it has led 
to a thirst for conquest that has ended in violence and 
injustice. But, in other cases, it has produced humans 
with better self-knowledge, genuine interest in the world, 
and growing empathy for others. At its appealing best, 
educational travel engages honestly and respectfully with 
the unknown other and the unfamiliar place. It is a curricular 
response to the student’s inner yearning to leave behind the 
ordinary routines of normal life for an encounter with the 
extraordinary, and the more remote, exotic version of it, the 
better. In my work with Down Ancient Paths, then,  
I encourage exploration of the unfamiliar.

Mounting security concerns have created new barriers  
to educational travel, putting more of a growingly 
destabilized world off limits to today’s explorers. Such  
are the new walls impeding learning outside the classroom. 
Nevertheless, many postsecondary students have a global 
consciousness and expect international travel to be 
scripted into their programs of study. Competing schools 
aggressively market their travel courses, as well as longer-
term opportunities for study abroad. Whatever the risks, 

students have strong travel sensibilities. They want to 
explore the world and expand their international horizons, 
and they expect schools to enable them to do so. Travelling 
professors must, however, balance the safety and security  
of their students with the opportunity to help them 
discover the unknown.

Moreover, with the explosion of industrial tourism, 
professors who want to create experiences of exploration 
face an increasingly busy world. There are few places off 
the beaten path where learners can experience the feeling 
of discovery. Crowds of people deposited by bus tours or 
cruise ships sometimes interrupt the travelling professor’s 
best efforts to treat a given site with academic integrity. 
A professor who can make a meticulously designed 
educational travel itinerary work on the ground is an  
artist of great skill. However, even if we cannot say of 
ourselves that we are going where no one has gone before, 
the fact that we go anywhere—just out of curiosity!— 
reveals that we have the spark of exploration within us. We 
are going where we have not gone before. The fact that we 
were not the first people there is quite irrelevant. I have 
found that all students—from young to mature learners—
are particularly attracted to educational travel that feels  
like an odyssey. They want to expend their energy and test 
their travel stamina in getting there, wherever “there” is.  

Summer School in the Holy Land (Israel and Jordan) 2006, Silent 
Prayer Walk. Desert Monastery. Photo credit Lauren Goldbeck.

The four watchwords of the DAP program –
exploration, imagination, integration, and 
transformation make educational travel a 
truly inspiring experience: they breathe  
life into learning.
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On some travel study itineraries, the journey to a place 
is as important as the place itself: the journey helps the 
learner to appreciate the actual place for what it is. It has 
been often said that the journey is the destination. Thus, 
even if the sites have been trodden before, educational 
travel still has the opportunity to push learners beyond 
their own limits, physically and intellectually.

For me, too, the journey itself—the feeling of adventure 
and discovery—continues to provoke reflection. I often 
take my groups to the Holy Island of Patmos as part 
of an exploration of the seven churches of the book of 
Revelation, and this leg of the journey begins with a boat 
ride across the Aegean from Kusadasi—a ride that lasts 
for more than four hours. It commences in darkness and 
progresses through the reddish glow of daybreak into 
the shimmering radiance of morning light, and it crosses 
a liminal, watery landscape that connects the mainland 
world of the Muslim mosque to the island sanctuary  
of the Christian monastery. This external journey 
provokes an internal one: it has often beckoned me to 
an inner, spiritual exploration of God and self through 
meditative prayer and contemplation of the book of 
Revelation. At this point, a historical and archaeological 
perspective transposes into a spiritual pilgrimage focused 
more on the heart than the head. Likewise, when I lecture 
on site, I emphasize not just the abundance of history 
and archaeology, as displayed in this spectacular open-
air museum, but also the interior journey of the earliest 
community of Christians who resided here, as described 
in New Testament sources. I trace the decline of the 
apostolic Ephesian church from the state of spiritual 
visitation in which it was birthed to the state of spiritual 
dehydration to which it devolved before the first century 
closed. This example—one of many—demonstrates how, 
by going beyond the boundaries of the familiar, we gain 
the opportunity for new insight.

Photos: (Top) Magnificent Ethiopia 2016, Saint George Church at 
Lalibela. Photo credit Philip Lee. (Bottom) Summer School in the 
Other Holy Land (Turkey and Patmos 2015). Lecture en route to 
Patmos. Photo credit Philip Lee. 

Educational travel engages honestly and 
respectfully with the unknown other and the 
unfamiliar place. It is a curricular response to 
the student’s inner yearning to leave behind the 
ordinary routines of normal life for an encounter 
with the extraordinary, and the more remote, 
exotic version of it, the better.
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IMAGINATION
These experiences with the unknown, these opportunities 
to stretch our boundaries, yield moments of imagination. 
Sandra Levy, in her book Imagination and the Journey of 
Faith, laments that “in general there has been a depletion 
or emptying out of the religious imagination in our 
modern/postmodern culture,” with the dismal result 
that human life is “emptie[d] of its richness, its depth,  
and any sense of profound meaning.” 8  Imagination,  
the world of symbol, metaphor, myth, dream, and 
vision, helps us make meaning of our lives, and, thus, it 
is essential to the educational experience. In saying so, 
I do not discount the importance of reason: reason and 
imagination acquire knowledge in different, incomparable 
ways, and they both play their respective roles in probing 
and understanding the meaning of reality. We have plenty 
of room for reason within the classroom, but imagination 
does not grow so easily within walls. Travel, as an 
exploration of the unknown, provides opportunities 
for imagination.

Travel in itself does not always produce imagination: in 
his intriguing book Bewildered Travel, Frederick Ruf, a 
professor of theology at Georgetown University, criticizes 
much educational travel as being unimaginatively “lite,” 
lacking in “real awe [and] intensity,” and serving only to 
reinforce what is already known.9 However, he points us in 
the right direction when he speaks about travel “ruptures” 
which confuse us, give us our own vitality, and force us to 
move away from the “surfaces” where we commonly live.10 
Hillary Kaell, in her book Walking Where Jesus Walked, 
speaks of the same type of experience: she notes the 
increasing attention scholars have given to a “powerful” 
genre of travel that liberates one “from the localized,  
static traditions of home.”11 As these thinkers suggest, 
when travel confronts us with the unfamiliar, it gives us 
the opportunity to think and feel differently. Thus, Richard 
Cote exclaims in his work Lazarus! Come Out!: Why Faith 
Needs Imagination that our imagination 

comes alive whenever we “take to the road” and journey 
somewhere. Imagination [. . .] is bound yet boundless. 
This is why any path, road or highway also becomes  

fertile “ground” for the imagination. It symbolizes an 
immense feeling of freedom and being emancipated, 
of being embedded in the earth but not ir-remediably 
confined to any one place or limited horizon.12 

These  travel ruptures, if I may use Ruf ’s phrase, open  
up the mind.

By taking learners from culturally familiar places to 
destinations that feel like another planet, imaginatively 
stimulating educational travel can quickly connect students  
to chapters of the human story which go completely unread 
at home. I recall a group of students, most of whom had 
never been out of North America, that I took from water- 
rich Canada to parched Jordan. They were shocked that  
they should have to pay “so much” and “so often” for a 
bottle of water; soon, this experience of profound difference 
generated imaginative thinking: they began to consider the 
lifestyle implications for those in countries with water  
rations. The stress generated from their frequent need to 
buy water to survive in the searing temperatures created 
a teachable moment where we discussed the foreboding 
possibility of the most violent wars of this millennium 
breaking out due to the water politics in parts of the world 
where the water crisis is explosively acute. In other cases, 
students on Down Ancient Paths voyages have found 
new insight by engaging with specialized, local resource 
persons invited to join the group. These voices add to 
the conversation, confronting students with unexpected 
perspectives and expanding their minds.

Educational travel also stimulates the imagination by 
speaking in images as well as words. For many, the sights  
they see with their own eyes have far more abiding power 
than the words of their professors or their textbooks. 
An image can cause an insight to spring up from deep 
within, even without any tangible thought process. Even 

8  Sandra Levy, Imagination and the Journey of Faith (Grand Rapids, MI: Willam B. Eerdmans, 2008), 3.
9  Frederick Ruf, Bewildered Travel: The Sacred Quest for Confusion (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2007), 52.
10 Ruf, Bewildered Travel, 53.
11 Hillary Kaell, Walking Where Jesus Walked: American Christians and Holy Land Pilgrimage (New York: New York University Press, 2014), 14.
12 Richard Cote, Lazarus! Come Out!: Why Faith Needs Imagination (Ottawa: Novalis, 2003), 83-84.

We have plenty of room for reason within  
the classroom, but imagination does not  
grow so easily within walls. Travel, as an 
exploration of the unknown, provides 
opportunities for imagination.
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the nocturnal dream life of travellers, heightened by the 
physical dislocation, cultural disorientation, and sensory 
overload they are experiencing in daytime, can launch new 
patterns of reflection about reality, often ones that challenge 
students’ previous assumptions. In fact, when students 
travel beyond their cultural comfort zone, the images 
they encounter have the capacity to deliver them from 
the tyranny or idolatry of thought by displacing deeply 
embedded ways of thinking and perceiving reality that 
inhibit real learning.

As educators, we need to recognize and affirm that 
the inflamed imagination is a legitimate and necessary 
companion of the informed intellect in the teaching and 
learning process, even if, at times, reason and imagination 
pull in opposite directions. Sometimes, the imagination 
surprises us because it does not look like we would expect. 
Perhaps, for example, someone here tonight has drifted 
away into the mystique of the ruins. This person has not 
listened to any of the lectures and is thinking thoughts 

completely unrelated to his or her travel itinerary. But 
this person composes a beautiful poem that testifies to a 
personal connection with the transcendent. This, too, is 
important. Educational travel is a potent expander of the 
imagination, and, as leaders of these ventures, we need 
to make space for imagination to come to life. Perhaps 
the twenty-first century will be the century for the 
rehabilitation of the imagination in the West.

INTEGRATION
Travel study also invites integration, giving students 
the opportunity to become well-rounded people of 
thought and action. By nature, travel brings different 
fields and ideas into dialogue: as students explore an 
unfamiliar place, they encounter new social, political, 
religious, artistic, and ecological domains. They see  
ideas and disciplines coming into contact. Moreover, 
when travel study brings together students from  
different stages of life and varied fields of study, it 
provides enhanced opportunities for thoughtful 
integration. At Ambrose University, all Down Ancient 
Paths travel ventures (though located in the Christian 
Studies department) are open to students from across  
the spectrum of disciplines. Travelling together, students 
from religious studies, social and natural sciences, 
business, the fine arts, education, and the humanities 
learn about and engage with the global Christian heritage, 
prompting and prodding each other to think different 
kinds of thoughts, make new observations, and delve 
into issues that might otherwise go neglected. In other 
words, whether they complement or clash, they help 
each other to mature in the art of integrated thinking 
without compromising their specializations. I relish 
the stimulation that comes with the disciplinary mix 
of students who participate, often alongside lifelong 
learners from a broad swath of professional backgrounds. 
To understand and tackle the challenges of the so-called 
real world, students must engage in comprehensive 
learning that looks for overarching themes that transcend 
the particularities of the various disciplines of study, 
valuable though they be. On these journeys, learners 
experience a depth of intellectual integration befitting  
of a liberal arts education, one which might otherwise 
elude them if they remained securely confined within 
their own academic disciplines.

Milestones of Christian Memory in Southern Spain 2016,  
The Walled City of Avila. Photo credit Philip Lee.

Educational travel is a potent expander of 
the imagination, and, as leaders of these 
ventures, we need to make space for 
imagination to come to life. 
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For faith-based institutions, the integrative side of 
educational travel is especially valuable. In their 
mission statements, Christian colleges and universities 
express their commitment to education as the holistic 
formation of their students. Faculty and administration 
invest considerable energy in defining and evaluating 
integration to see if they are attaining it. They are as 
concerned about shaping moral instincts and patterns  
of behaviour as they are about instructing and developing 
the intellect. In fact, many of them go further, attempting 
to guide students in their faith formation in accordance 
with the particular faith tradition in which the school 
locates itself.

Educational travel can play a key role in this integrative 
project. Because of the formal nature of classroom 
instruction and academic advising, the on-campus 
setting is quite limited in terms of its potential for 
faith formation when compared with the enriched 
opportunities that travel study experiences serve up. 
Life on the road—which can be intense at times—
allows professors and students to develop formative 
relationships as they worship, pray, and read Scripture 
together and engage in extended conversations, which 
sometimes occur intermittently over days, about life’s 
big issues, struggles, and quandaries.While travelling, 
they can mutually process the questions which arise 
from course content with ample time for thoughts to ebb 
and flow. This is peripatetic, interactive learning at its 
best. This is a learning experience in which class is never 
out. As a faculty member who teaches in the dual areas 
of history and spirituality and who has led numerous, 
variously styled travel study ventures, I can say that my 
most memorable experiences of faith-based, integrated 
teaching—the ones that have brought me the deepest 
sense of vocational joy—have occurred when I have 
travelled with students.

To understand and tackle the challenges 
of the so-called real world, students must 
engage in comprehensive learning that looks 
for overarching themes that transcend the 
particularities of the various disciplines of 
study, valuable though they be.

Photos on this page come from Summer School in the Holy  
Land (Israel and Jordan) 2006. Photo credit Lauren Goldbeck. 
Photos: (Top) Wadi Rum (Valley of the Moon), Jordan. (Middle) 
Dome of the Rock and Wailing Wall, Jerusalem. (Bottom) Caesarea 
Maritima, Built by Herod the Great. 
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TRANSFORMATION
Precisely because it invites students to explore the  
unknown and expand their thinking, travel also stirs 
students toward personal transformation. As Alain de 
Botton writes in his bestseller The Art of Travel, “What  
we find exotic abroad may be what we hunger in vain 
 for at home.”13  Through travel, students discover what 
they long for and who they want to be. Jeffrey Kottler 
commences his book Travel That Can Change Your  
Life thus:

Travel offers you more opportunities to change  
your life than almost any other human endeavor. 
People who structure their journeys in particular 
ways consistently report dramatic gains in self-esteem, 
confidence, poise, and self-sufficiency. They enjoy 
greater intimacy as a result of bonds that were forged 
under magical and sometimes adverse circumstances. 
They become more fearless risk takers, better problem 
solvers, and far more adaptable to ever-changing 
circumstances. They become more knowledgeable 
about the world, its fascinating customs, and its diverse 

people. Finally, travel teaches you most  
about yourself—about what you miss when you are 
gone and what you don’t, about what you are really 
capable of doing in strange circumstances, about 
what you really want that you don’t have.14

Educational travel, when converging with Christian 
spirituality, aims at personal transformation rooted in  
the quest for personal identity and meaning. 

I do not mean to imply, though, that educational travel 
automatically transforms anybody. Wandering is not the 
same as intentional travelling: travellers must choose 
to open themselves to the experience. Moreover, as 
practitioners of educational travel, we should be aware 
that the manner in which we structure a travel study 
experience plays a pivotal role in determining whether 
or not the student will be able to go beyond the realm of 
ideas to the point of personal change. I never cease to be 
surprised by what it is that actually amazes the students 
with whom I travel. We would do well to pay attention 
to this amazement, for it is often the first stage in the 
transformation process. Likewise, we need to leave room 
for the unexpected movement of students’ imaginative 
transformation.

Additionally, as teachers, we must recognize that this 
journey has risks: the process of transformation is 
unpredictable and uncontrollable. For educational travel 
to transform the learner, he or she must leave something 
behind so that something new can be acquired. The 
foundational premises of one’s own culture are put up for 
potential renegotiation—or at least for reconsideration. 
For many of my students, transformation has come via 
struggle. In leaving behind the secure, familiar world in 
which they have grown up and in entering a completely 
different culture, far removed from home, in which they 
suffer social and intellectual debilitation as strangers, these 
students have been set free to engage the big questions of 
life. They have come to recognize that the comfortable has 
simply hidden their confusion, and, in the discomfort of 
travel, they have found a measure of vocational guidance 
that had previously eluded them. Moreover, travel has 
brought my students face to face with some of the world’s 
most aching problems and awakened learners to the 

13 Alain de Botton, The Art of Travel (London: Penguin, 2002), 78.
14 Jeffrey Kottler, Travel That Can Change Your Life: How to Create a Transformative Experience (San Fransciso, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1997), xi.

Milestones of Christian Memory in Southern Spain 2016,  
Group Shot at Avila. Photo credit Philip Lee.
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intensity of suffering in the world. As a result, they 
have developed ethical values which they can genuinely 
call their own. Though coping with the often acutely 
unpleasant dynamics of internal change is tough and 
painful slogging for them, as their journals and reflective 
assignments have disclosed, the transformative impact 
of what they have experienced is undeniable. There is 
no going back: these physical journeys have irrevocably 
shaped their personal life journeys.

In its transformative potential, educational travel 
functions as a pilgrimage, an outward journey that 
inspires an inward one. While we traditionally think  
of pilgrimage as a journey to a shrine or to a designated 
holy land, we can experience the sacred anywhere. 
We, the pilgrims, simply need to journey intentionally, 
devotedly, toward our goal. We need to open ourselves 
to the sacred in our experience of the unknown. In this 
way, educational travel, whatever its destination, can be 
rightly viewed as having a pilgrimage dimension. It is  
as concerned with epiphanies that seep into the soul  
as it is with ideas that invade the mind, and it follows  
a liturgy of sorts: the structure of the journey must  
create space for personal transformation. 
 

As a learner and a teacher, I am deeply indebted to  
my numerous educational travel experiences. They  

have confirmed what I know, shown me what I do not 
know, and—perhaps most significantly—shown me  
the profound and often troubling implications of what 
I do not know for what I thought I really knew. For me, 
too, educational travel has inspired genuine learning,  
the sort of learning that explores, imagines, integrates, 
and transforms. n
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As teachers, we must recognize that this 
journey has risks: the process of transformation 
is unpredictable and uncontrollable For 
educational travel to transform the learner,  
he or she must leave something behind so  
that something new can be acquired.
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